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How can the fraud triangle be applied to explain Toshiba’s fraud and reveal the motives 

behind it? 

The fraud triangle is composed by three elements: (1) financial pressure, (2) opportunity and (3) 

fiscalization. Regarding the first element, Toshiba has been passing through financial problems 

for years, especially due to its corporate culture, which disincentivize innovation and 

communication among management. Moreover, there were not high quality audit proccess, 

contributing for opportunities to commit fraud. Finally, management was pressured to show good 

financial results to its investors no matter what, even if it meant to inflate numbers.  

What are the issues at Toshiba from the point of view of its stakeholders (especially the 

investors)? 

Toshiba was removed from the Dow Jones Sustainability World Index on 2015 and its market 

cap declined by half of its value due to the financial scandals and loss of credibility, which 

consequently meant a huge decline in investors’ shares. 

What are the ethical issues in this case? What would you do if you were in the same situation 

as the Toshiba employees? 

The main problem in Toshiba was a cultural one, since its employees were encouraged – even if 

indirectly by incentives – to cover the issues in order to keep presenting good results, instead of 

tackling the obstacles which were stopping the company from achieving the aforementioned 

objectives.  

If I was a Toshiba employee, I would try to tackle this cultural matter in order to get the company 

back on trail, since its history is far from new and crisis occur in every instituion, so Toshiba 

definitely needed another chance and its management could write a new chapter for it.  



What options are available for the company moving forward? How can it prevent such 

fraud in the future? 

The company can make use of accounting controls such as physical control, documentation 

procedure, segregation of duties and establishment of reponsability. These actions would diminish 

opportunities, a key compenent of the fraud triangle. Moreover, Toshiba could reestablish its 

cultural values in order to have a different rational, which means really tackling the obstacles and 

not putting them aside. Finally, it would need to structure a new action plan divided in key results 

in order to make its production more eficiente and diminish financial pressures.  

Through these actions, it would shrink the fraud triangle and lead Toshiba to a new regain of trust 

among the global community.  


